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Nanotechnology has become most interesting and advance 
area of research nowadays. Nanotechnology of dental 
implants has influenced cell-implant interactions at the 
cellular and protein level. Gold nanoparticles (gnps) 
are widely used in diagnostics, targeted gene and drug 
delivery, biomedical imaging, and photo-thermal therapy 
due to their large reactive and exposed surface area, high 
dispersity, enhanced permeability and retention, non 
toxic and biocompatible nature. Photofunctionalization 
(phf), a concept in which ultraviolet light is used to 
alter the physiochemical properties of titanium surfaces 
and increase the bone-implant contact (bic) to almost 
100%. Moreover, with this new technology when applied 
with other surface modification techniques such as 
nanotechnology and stem cell tissue engineering 
will  provide high potential in enhancing implant 
osseointegration. Gnps display a positive effect on the 
osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells 
(mscs) and osteoblast-like cells. This paper review the 
influence of photofunctionalized gold nanoparticles on 
the osseointegration of implants.
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21. Epigenetics: An 
unexplored  frontier  of  
implant dentistry- a review

Puja Malhotra

Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene function 
that do not involve changes in the dna sequence. Dental 
implant procedures have shown satisfactory clinical as well as 
biological outcomes as documented in the literature. In fact, 
rehabilitation with dental implants has become the treatment 
of choice in replacement of missing teeth. However, the 
genetic mechanisms controlling the peri implant biological 
processes remain largely unexplored. . This paper presents 
a review of the field of epigenetics especially as related 
to implant dentistry. It defines epigenetics, addresses the 
underlying concepts and provides details about various 
epigenetic molecular mechanisms as effecting implant 
dentistry. This paper will also review the available evidence 
regarding the potential effects of dna methylations, histone 
modifications or micro-rna production on osseointegration, 
peri-implant mucositis ,perimplantitis and finally on implant 
survival.
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22. My arches are short 
but still ‘i can enjoy food 
like you’- the SDA concept 
review and criticism

Puneeth Hegde
Manipal College of Dental Sciences, Mangalore

Treatment planning for the elderly requires special attention 
by the service providers as those within this age group have 
complex and unique requirements. With better understanding 
of the importance of maintaining oral health, though 
older adults are retaining more of their natural teeth, such 
functioning teeth that require maintenance are at an increased 
risk of oral disease due to factors like poor nutritional status 
and the cumulative effects of dental disease. . One of the most 
significant developments to have influenced prosthodontic 
thinking in the past few decades was the introduction of the 
shortened dental arch (sda) concept. Several studies discuss 
about the functional units needed to satisfy the functional 
demands. However there is no exact detail about the minimum 
number of teeth necessary to satisfy the functional demands 
since it is very subjective and can vary from patient to patient. . 
The shortened dental arch (sda) concept is a minimal treatment 
intervention approach based on the notion that satisfactory 
oral function can be achieved without full complement of teeth 
and that all lost teeth do not necessarily require replacement.. 
This paper discusses about the various shortened dental arch 
concepts that can be incorporated in routine practice.
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23. Pediatric implants in 
dentistry

Rajesh Dayalan

Congenital hypodontia or trauma is a frequent cause of loss of 
teeth in children. The absence if teeth leads to loss of function 
and lack of normal alveolar growth, along with unpleasant 
aesthetics that hamper the psychosocial development of the 
young child. Traditionally, the management of tooth loss in 
the young child is done by conservative means. None of those 
methods of treatment are completely satisfactory and have 
their own drawbacks. Dental implants in a young child would 
be an ideal mode of treatment for the absence of teeth. One 
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of the main deterring factors for implant placement in children 
is the impending growth. Growth in the maxilla and mandible 
does not happen uniformly in one plane. It is multidirectional, 
occurring in sagittal, vertical, and transverse planes. The design 
and type of implant system used in paediatric patients is also 
responsible for successful treatment outcome. The aim of this 
presentation is to discuss the use of dental implants in normal 
growing patients and the influence of maxillary and mandibular 
skeletal and dental growth on the stability of those implants.
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24. Radiographic evaluation 
of abutment for fpd

Rajesh Shetty
Yenepoya Dental College, Mangalore

Radiographic evaluation is most widely used technique 
in clinical practice for assessing bone level around teeth. 
Successful treatment of fixed partial dentures depends on 
the appropriate selection of the abutment teeth and the 
number of missing teeth. Radiographs are used to evaluate 
the number of missing teeth, bone quality and quantity, 
pulpal health, any endodontic treatment, caries, periodontal 
diseases, crown root ratio and various tooth morphologies. 
The success of fpd is further enhanced by maintaining oral 
hygiene. . Here is the paper on radiographic evaluation of 
abutment teeth for the success of fixed partial denture.
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25. Computer aided 
production streams in 
prosthodontics: a review of 
current techniques

Saumil Sampat
Mumbai

Computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing 
(cad/cam) have revolutionized dentistry. With the continuous 
development of computerized engineering technology, digitized 
medical treatment modalities are becoming an integral approach 
for prosthodontics, orthodontics, and oral and maxillofacial 
surgery. This paper will review the existing computer-aided 
manufacturing streams for oral and maxillofacial prosthodontic 
treatment. Currently, subtractive milling is the most widely 
implemented computer-aided manufacturing protocol in 
dentistry and it has been shown to be a suitable method for 

fabricating intraoral prostheses. Additive manufacturing is 
currently an exponentially growing fabrication method and will 
most likely be used more frequently in dentistry in the future 
as its accuracy and range of applications develop. In terms 
of material processing, both techniques introduce material 
defects. The subtractive methods, however, currently produce 
more homogenous objects making this method more suitable 
for the production of intraoral prosthesis that can withstand 
higher occlusal loads. Additive methods have the advantage of 
producing large objects, with surface irregularities, undercuts, 
voids, and hollow morphology that makes them suitable 
for manufacturing facial prostheses and metal removable 
partial denture frameworks. Computer-aided manufacturing 
procedures will indisputably change many aspects of dentistry 
in the future, particularly in relation to treatment simplicity 
and production time. It is therefore critical for clinicians and 
technicians to be familiar with the advantages and disadvantages 
of computer-aided manufacturing as these procedures continue 
to develop and become an integrated part of dentistry.
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26. Treatment strategies for 
few complex situations

Saumya Kapoor
Faculty of Dental Sciences, King George’s Medical University, 

Lucknow

Dental implants underwent numerous alterations and 
advancements in the design. Despite this, failures at implant 
or prosthesis level are common; of the implant ones, loss 
of integration, soft tissue defects, positional failures, 
and biomechanical failures are reported to be the major 
categories. Among the biomechanical complications, screw 
loosening and fracture are most commonly encountered. 
Soft tissue management of anterior region is also of 
utmost importance for proper aesthetic results. This paper 
discusses the management techniques in such scenarios to 
provide a more refined and precise treatment outcome.
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27. Well informed, well 
maintained

Savitha Dandekeri
Yenepoya Dental College, Mangalore

Abstract. The taboos revolving around a complete denture are 
many. Even then, it is one of the most commonly accepted 
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